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Abstract

In order to better model pronunciation variations, we present
in this paper a method to build a lexicon whose content changes
dynamically with the input speech. To achieve this goal, we pro-
ceeded in two steps. In the first step, a static augmented lexicon
is created by adding new phone transcriptions to a basic lexicon.
These new variants are derived from phonetic features that are
automatically extracted from some training speech. Then in the
second step, phonetic features are extracted again during recog-
nition and help to select entries in the augmented lexicon that
best match the phonetic characteristics of a given speech. These
selected transcriptions constitute the dynamic lexicon, which is
specific to each input utterance. Experiments showed a 16.0%
relative reduction in WER compared to the baseline and 16.7%
compared to when a static augmented lexicon is used.

1. Introduction

Even though standard ASR systems are capable of handling
variabilities of speech to a certain extent, for example by using
Gaussian mixtures in an HMM system, their performances are
limited because they generally admit only one possible pronun-
ciation per word. Such simplification does not represent well
the reality, as speech characteristics depend on a great deal of
inter- and intra-speaker factors and contexts that influence pro-
nunciations. Consequently, use of a single phone transcription
per word can not only limit performance in recognition, but also
lead to an incorrect (re)estimation of acoustical models in train-
ing if the baseform transcription is significatively different from
the one actually uttered.

Many previous experiments showed the evidence that ASR
performance can be improved by explicitly taking account of
pronunciation variations. As a survey of the literature on this
topic shows ([1]), pronunciation modeling can be applied to dif-
ferent parts of a system. The most common way is to work at
the lexicon level, by simply adding new transcriptions to a basic
lexicon. However, it is also known that adding too many vari-
ants increases confusability between them and hence limits and
sometimes even decreases the recognition rate.

The purpose of our work is to try to limit this confusability
by selecting dynamically only the most relevant transcriptions
for a given speech. The method will be explained in this paper
which is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the differ-
ent steps to first build a static augmented lexicon. Section 3
explains how the static lexicon can be made dynamic during
recognition. Section 4 illustrates the experiments carried out
to put these methods into practice, and is finally followed by a
conclusion in section 5.
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Figure 1: Steps to build a static augmented lexicon

2. Static augmented lexicon building
2.1. Overview

The objective of this first part is to automatically discover possi-
ble relevant transcriptions for each word, in order to generate a
lexicon with new variants. A first step consists of generating all
possible transcriptions given an utterance, followed by a selec-
tion step that chooses the most likely variants among the ones
proposed. Generation and selection of new transcriptions are
obtained by respecting the following procedure for each train-
ing utterance (Figure 1) :

1. Some phonetic features are first extracted from the input
speech on a frame-by-frame basis. A N-best paradigm
was adopted to search for the N-best combinations of
features per frame.

2. Each combination of detected features for a given frame
is mapped to a phone using a lookup table.

3. Successive frames mapped to a same phone are grouped
to form hypotheses, which are then connected to each
other to build a pronunciation network.

4. All possible transcriptions are generated from the net-
work and the most likely ones are selected by means of
a two-pass forced recognition and a pruning process.

The static augmented lexicon is obtained by adding all the se-
lected transcriptions to the basic lexicon.

2.2. Generation of variants

2.2.1. From speech to phonetic features

A classical way to generate new variants is to use a phone rec-
ognizer : a string of phones is first recognized from speech,
then this sequenceis compared to its corresponding lexical tran-
scription through a dynamic programming to obtain variants of
pronunciation. In this work, we preferred to base our recog-
nition on phonetic features (listed in Table 1), which are more
elementary constituents than phones and are based on linguistic
knowledge. Some motivations for this choice are :

� Several linguistic papers (e.g. [2]) mention that use of
phonetic features provides a simple framework to under-
stand and capture pronunciation phenomena in speech.



� A recent experiment [3] shows that accurate classifica-
tion of phonetic features is important for better recogni-
tion performance in spontaneous speech.

� Use of phonetic features provides a simple way to detect
transitional frames (explained in section 2.2.2).

Among the different existing feature types, we chose the
SPE system (Sound Pattern of English [4]) due to its popularity
and its ease of representation since its feature values are binary.
A single neural network was trained to map a set of acoustic
parameters presented at the inputs to a bundle of phonetic fea-
tures (one output node per feature). The mapping is done on a
frame-by-frame basis. The network performs a N-to-M classi-
fication. Several output nodes may be activated simultaneously
as features are considered as independent.

Since feature outputs are not fully reliable, a N-best
paradigm was adopted to obtain the N-best combinations of fea-
tures per frame instead of a single one. To achieve this, two
thresholds were fixed at neuron outputs,
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feature value inside these two thresholds is considered as unreli-
able and its corresponding feature may be toggled. For example,
if the neuron output for the feature “vocalic” is activated (value �

), but its value is between
�������

and
�����
	

, two groups
of features are then generated, the first with “vocalic” activated,
and the second with this feature deactivated, while the other fea-
tures are kept unchanged for both cases. If more than one fea-
ture is estimated as unreliable, the number of necessary groups
are generated accordingly by considering all toggling combina-
tions, starting with features with values closest to the activation
threshold

�
. The number of generated groups per frame may

vary, since the number of unreliable features is not constant.

2.2.2. From phonetic features to phones

For compatibility with lexicons used in standard HMMs, each
group of phonetic features is directly mapped to a phone using
a lookup table. By doing this for all combinations of all frames,
each frame is associated with one or more phones. How-
ever, features change rather asynchronously at phone bound-
aries ([5]) : some features may take values of the next phone
while others may still keep values of the previous phone. Con-
sequently, some groups of features cannot be mapped to a valid
phone. Frames for which this case occurs have been called here
transitional frames. Moreover, toggling unreliable features dur-
ing the generation of the N-best groups of features per frame
may lead to the same behaviour. A frame may therefore corre-
spond to a transitional phone (equivalent to a garbage phone)
if one or more of its groups of features cannot be mapped to
any valid phone (only the ”best” transitional phone per frame is
considered). Transitional phones and frames were used to score
pronunciations during the construction of dynamic lexicons.

2.2.3. From phones to pronunciation network

Successive frames mapped to a same valid phone are grouped
together to form hypotheses. There must be at least � ����� suc-
cessive frames for a hypothesis to be valid, otherwise it is re-
jected. Moreover, a hypothesis is considered as reliable if at
least � ����� ( � ������� � ����� ) of its frames are associated with
only one valid phone, the one represented by the hypothesis. As
a frame may be associated with several phones, hypotheses may
overlap partially or even totally in time.

Next, hypotheses are linked to each other under some con-
straints to form a pronunciation network. Constraints check

whether two hypotheses are not too far away to be connected,
and then test for possible succession and/or substitution be-
tween them based on how much they overlap. Once the pronun-
ciation network is built, each single path through this network
represents a possible transcription. For the generation of vari-
ants per word, the whole network is finally segmented into sub-
networks (one per word), according to time boundaries given
either by a hand-labelling or, if not available, a forced align-
ment process using a trained HMM word recognizer.

2.3. Selection of variants

By scanning all possible paths through each pronunciation sub-
network, we can collect new phone transcriptions for each word.
All variants per word are then compared against its correspond-
ing canonical transcription by using a first pass of forced recog-
nition using a standard Viterbi algorithm. The best path returned
according to the maximum likelihood tells which variants best
match the input signal. Any variant preferred to its canonical
transcription is added to the basic lexicon to form a first static
augmented lexicon.

To further restrict the number of variants and to keep only
the most representative ones, a second pass of forced recog-
nition is processed. All transcriptions accepted during the first
pass are candidates for the second pass. Since a word may be ut-
tered several times in the database, still many variants per word
may be available. So during the second pass, the best phone
transcription for a word utterance in the first pass may be pre-
ferred to the best transcription for another utterance of the same
word. Consequently, the number of variants will be reduced. Fi-
nally, transcriptions of the most frequent words (typically func-
tion words such as ”and”) are subject to some pruning depend-
ing on their frequencies of occurrence. Namely, variants whose
probability of occurrence is lower than a minimum value � �����
are rejected. The final remaining variants with all the canonical
transcriptions constitute the final static augmented lexicon.

3. Dynamic lexicon building
3.1. Overview

The purpose in this second part is to check whether a word is
likely to be uttered in an unknown speech, and if so to keep
only the most suitable pronunciation among the ones proposed
for this word. All available transcriptions come from the static
augmented lexicon. The method to achieve this goal is guided
by the following steps for each utterance during recognition :

1. A pronunciation network is built following the method
used to generate new variants (cf. section 2).

2. For each word in the static augmented lexicon, the net-
work is scanned to find a match with one of the available
transcriptions of the word. If the match is good enough,
the best matching transcription according to some crite-
ria is selected and is added to the basic lexicon.

The dynamic lexicon is used instead of the basic and static aug-
mented lexicons in a standard HMM recognition. It is called
dynamic because its content is adapted to each distinct utter-
ance. The next subsections explain how to decide which is the
best suitable transcription for a given word and utterance.

3.2. Pronunciation match search

To limit the time spent to search through the pronunciation net-
work, a four step approach including some pruning procedure
was adopted for each lexical phone transcription :
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Figure 2: Steps to search for a match in pronunciation network

1. Any hypothesis in the network representing a phone
found in the lexical transcription is marked.

2. The network is scanned to detect accumulations of
marked hypotheses. If no such zone exists, the current
lexical transcription is rejected. Otherwise, a start win-
dow is placed on an accumulation zone, with a size equal
to the number of phones of the lexical transcription.

3. The window is progressively extended on both sides to
try to find other distinct marked hypotheses in the area.
The process is repeated for all other accumulation zones
found. Only windows with the highest number of distinct
marked hypotheses are kept, the others are pruned.

4. A detailed match is processed through dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) between the lexical transcription and
each sequence of phones found in the selected windows.

An example is given in Figure 2 for a transcription of the word
“critical”. A match is considered as valid if it satisfies certain
matching conditions. If several valid matches are found for the
same word, the one with the highest matching score(s) is cho-
sen. Conditions and scores are discussed in the next subsection.

3.3. Matching conditions and scores

Pronunciation match search through DP gives the number of
substitutions, deletions and insertions occurred with respect to
the number of reference phones, hence its matching ratio

� � .
Conditions for a valid match are : (1) its matching ratio

� �
must be above a certain threshold

� � ����� , (2) results of DP
must not contain any bad mappings, e.g. two successive inser-
tions are forbidden.

Two matching scores were used to select the best transcrip-
tion. The first one, ����� � , is evaluated at phone level. It concerns
phones in a lexical transcription that are correctly mapped ac-
cording to the DP (i.e. no substitutions, deletions or insertions).
It is evaluated from the conditional probabilities of appearance
of these phones given the word W :

� ��� ���
	
����

���������	 ����� ��� �"! �$# �&% ��'�(
��� �&% � # ) '

(1)

*
is the set of all lexical phones that are correctly matched,+ ��,$- � is the number of distinct pronunciations for the word

)
,�"! � is the i-th lexical phone correctly matched and �&% �

is the j-
th pronunciation for the word

)
. Probabilities are evaluated

by counting frequencies of occurrence of phones and pronunci-
ations for each word during the generation of variants.

A second score, �/.10 ��2
, is evaluated at phonetic features

level and is used in case two transcriptions have the same phone

score �3��� � . This new score also takes account of all mapping
errors. The DP returns associations between two sequences of
phones and � .10 ��2

is the average score over all maps. Let us
consider now a single map score �54.10 ��2

. In case a phone 6 is
substituted to a phone 7 ( 6 and 7 may be identical) over

+ .�, �
frames, and if each frame is associated with a bundle of

+ .10 ��2
features, we can evaluate probabilities of theoretical features of
phone 6 to be mapped to real features of phone 7 returned
by the system. Assuming frames and features independent, and
after taking the logarithm and normalizing, we obtain the fol-
lowing expression for � 4.10 ��2

:

� 4.10 ��2 � 8+ .1, � + .10 ��2 ��9 �$:	
�
��� ��9<;>=<?	 ���/�A@CB�D ���E6 .10>FHG 7 .10>F.1,�I '

(2)

where
+ .1, � is the number of frames where the substitution oc-

curs,
+ .10 ��2

is the number of available features and ���E6 .10>F G7 .10>F.1,�I '
is the probability of the j-th theoretical feature of phone6 to be mapped to the j-th real feature of phone 7 at frame

i. Since a neural network is used to output real feature val-
ues frame by frame, and all output neuron values are in the
range [0,1], each term of (2) is approximated using the follow-
ing equation :

���E6 .10>FHG 7 .10>F.1,�I '5J 8HKMLLL NEO %�P"�E6 .10>F ' K ORQ�N ��7 .10>F.1,�I ' LLL (3)

where
NSO %�P"�E6 .10>F '

is the target value of the j-th feature of phone6 (1 if the feature is “on”, 0 if it is “off”), and
ORQ�N ��7 .10>F.1,�I '

is the
activation value returned by the j-th output neuron for phone 7
at frame i.

Probability of a phone 7 to be inserted between two phones
is assumed approximatively equal to the probability of a theo-
retical transitional phone (mentioned in section 2.2.2)

�
to be

substituted by the phone 7 :

���ET G 7 .�0>F.1,$I 'UJ 8VKWLLL NSO %�P"� � .10>F ' K ORQ�N ��7 .10>F.1,�I ' LLL (4)

The idea behind this is to see how much real feature values of
phone 7 are distinct from typical feature values of a transitional
phone. If comparisons show little differences, 7 can be assim-
ilated to a transitional phone that could optionally be present
between any valid phones in lexical transcriptions. The inser-
tion of 7 is therefore plausible and probability of insertion is
high. On the contrary, if 7 is significatively different from a
transitional phone, it is likely a valid phone and the fact that7 is not present in the lexical transcription must be penalized,
hence a lower insertion probability leading to a lower match
score. Theoretical feature values of a transitional phone

�
be-

tween two valid phones 6X� and 6 � are assumed to be :

NSO %�P"� � .�0>F ' �ZY[ \^] if
NEO %�P"�E6 .10>F� ' � NEO %�P"�E6 .10>F� ' � ]8 if
NEO %�P"�E6 .10>F� ' � NEO %�P"�E6 .10>F� ' � 8]`_ a otherwise

(5)

Similarly, probability of a lexical phone 6 to be deleted is
assumed approximatively equal to the probability of 6 to be
substituted by a transitional phone

�
standing between phones7b� and 7 � :

���E6 .10>FHG T 'UJ 8VKWLLL NSO %�P"�E6 .�0>F ' K ORQ�N � �c.10>F.1,�I ' LLL (6)

If no transitional frame exists between 7 � and 7 � , boundary
frames of these two valid phones are used instead to evaluate
the probability.



4. Experiments
4.1. Database and tools

All experiments were carried out on the TIMIT database [6].
All training sentences except SA files were used, as well as the
core test set for evaluation. The HMM system used to build
the baseline recognizer and to evaluate the different lexicons is
HTK [7]. The neural network used to map from acoustic vectors
to phonetic features is the NICO toolkit [8].

4.2. Baseline system

Similar experiments as in [9] were followed to build accurate
phone models based on hand transcriptions of TIMIT. Models
are right-context biphones trained from 39 MFCC coefficients
(12 static + 1 energy, 13

�
, 13

���
). Training included data

clustering and mixture splitting (6 mixtures per state). The sys-
tem achieved a 71.9% phone accuracy, a result comparable with
the one reported in [9]. The same models were then used to rec-
ognize words this time, and obtained a 26.2% WER. A bigram
was generated from all sentences of TIMIT for this purpose.

4.3. Phonetic features recognition results

Similar experiments as in [5] were followed to train the neural
network. 3596 sentences were used for training and 100 for
cross-validation. Comparisons between recognized features and
those derived from the hand phone transcriptions of TIMIT led
to the results in Table 1, given in percentage of frames correct
on the cross-validation set.

Feature Correct (%) Feature Correct (%)

vocalic 88 round 94
consonantal 91 tense 91

high 89 voice 93
back 88 continuant 94
low 93 nasal 98

anterior 91 strident 97
coronal 90 silence 98

Average 93 All correct 54

Table 1: SPE phonetic features recognition results

The results show that each feature taken separately can be
reliably recognized. The ”all correct” shows how frequently all
features are simultaneously correct for a given frame. We see
that in average more than one frame out of two is phonetically
well-identified, reminded that feature outputs are independent
and so �

�
� K 8 � 8����	��� combinations lead to an error.

4.4. Results with new lexicons

The generated static augmented and dynamic lexicons were
used instead of the basic lexicon for recognition. The out-
put neuron thresholds

� �����
,
�

and
� ���
	

were fixed to 0.25,
0.5 and 0.75 respectively. The minimum number of successive
frames for a valid hypothesis ( � ����� ) was set to 3, the minimum
number of required frames for a reliable hypothesis ( � ����� ) to
2, and pruning probability for frequent words ( � ����� ) to 0.05.
Results are given in Table 2.

The results show that the static augmented lexicon did not
improve and even slightly decreased performance. It seems that
increase of confusability between lexicon entries counterbal-
anced any higher transcription accuracy brought by adding new
variants. The dynamic lexicons were built using different values

Lexicon WER (%)

Baseline 26.2
Static augmented 26.4

Dynamic 22.0

Table 2: Recognition results with static and dynamic lexicons

of matching ratio thresholds
� � ����� . The best result obtained

is 22.0% WER, so a 16.0% relative reduction compared to the
baseline and 16.7% compared to the static augmented lexicon.
The corresponding

� � ����� is around 30% for our system. Be-
low that level, variants are too easily accepted in which some
of them may be inaccurate. On the other hand, increasing too
much

� � ����� results in rejecting too many variants, in which
some of them might be relevant.

5. Conclusion
We showed in this paper that adapting a static lexicon to the
input utterance by making its content dynamic can help to im-
prove performance. Moreover, it was pointed out that pho-
netic features could be reliably recognized and could help to
select dynamically appropriate variants for a given utterance.
All these experiments were carried out using a read speech
database, but future experiments will also include application
of this method to spontaneous speech.
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